1991 toyota pickup fuel pump relay location

Do you have the same problem? Here is a guide to help you test it and the location in the
diagrams below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Was this
answer helpful? The coil is firing, spark plugs firing and fuses are good. What could the
problem be? Could it be whats on top the coil? Thanks for the help: Was this answer helpful? I
have looked at the fuses under my dash but I don't see that one? On another note, is there a
fuel pump relay switch and where is it located. Any help will be gladly appreciated. Where is the
fuel pump relay unit located? Do you. What you're looking for is the circuit opening relay. Image
Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Where is the fuel pump relay located? Okay, we have no
power to the circuit opening relay, no power to the fuel pump and no power to mass air. Thanks
for the help: Was this answer. Here is a wiring diagram for the circuit, it looks like the fuseable
links in the system are blown if the EFI fuses are all good Image Click to enlarge. Where is the
location of my fuel pump relay? Its the circuit opening relay that powers up the fuel pump Image
Click to enlarge. My truck dies out after being warmed up. The circuit opening relay acts as a
fuel pump relay see below Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Sponsored
links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! These circuits can be categorized into four distinct types.
This limits current flow that the ECU power contact must handle. This configuration improves
the reliability of the relay, reduces possible voltage drop, and also isolates any inductive noise
from the injectors to the EFI Computer by utilizing the battery as a large capacitor. Continue
reading here: Ignition Switch Controlled. Toyota Service Blog Automotive current. Responses
ute How to find current for efi relay? Asmeret Yemane How does circuit opening relay work in
toyota tecoma? Lukas What are the useful of main relay in toyota cars.? Eyob Mehari What is
the work of Efi relay for sienna? Amna What do a circuit opening relay do 2. James Which one
of the relays in a toyota camry sv40 4sfe engine is the starter relay? Rorimac What is ohms fan
relay toyota camry? Andrea What will cause a toyota truck computer to mess up? William How
to test efi relay toyota camry 95? Dirk Where is toyota hilux main relay located? Pauliina What is
the relay and fuse that control injector system in corolla LE? Johanna What does the opening
circuit relay control? Daniel How to get relayas out in a camry? Carl What is toyota estima main
relay? Mentha What is the purpose of the open circiut relay in a hilux? Charlie How to pull
sienna main fuse? Felicity How to test bad relay toyota tacoma? Aimee Does anyone have a
photo of the open circuit relay for a rav 4? Marianna Udinese What are the relays in engine bay
of a Toyota yaris? Klaudia What are the 5 main parts of a relay circuit? Fethawi How many
relays does a toyota rav4 on fuel system? Roxanne Where is the circuit opening relay toyota
camry? Iago How to test toyota corolla relays? Ferdinando How to test fuel relay on toyota
rav4? Selamawit Yonatan What does main engine relay operate on toyota camry v6? Ciara
Where is the central relay fuse toyota tacoma? Anne What function does a engine main relay
do? Anne How to check the main relay in a Toyota 1 ton truck? Hagos How to test corrola relay
switch? Leah What is the functions d4d toyota relays? Pancrazio Where are the main relays in a
toyota sienna ? Selamawit What is function of main relay? Delmo Where is efi main relay on 07
camry? The fuel pump relay gives the fuel pump power when it is time to build up fuel pressure
in the rail. There are different reasons due to which the fuel pump relay fails. In this article, we
will discuss symptoms that your fuel relay failed, location, replacement cost, and how to
diagnose it. The relay can fail due to many reasons, from dust to electrical power surges,
anything can affect the well-being of a fuel pump relay. The engine control module does always
monitor all engine sensors to ensure they do not show the wrong values. If the ECU suspect a
wrong value from any sensor, it will light up the check engine light. The ECU monitors the fuel
pressure with the help of the fuel pressure sensor. If the fuel pump relay suddenly fails, it will
light up the check engine light and store a trouble code on the fuel pressure. An engine runs on
fuel just like the heart of a human runs on oxygen and blood. Therefore, any fuel pump relay
issues will affect fuel flow to the combustion chamber, and your vehicle might have problems
starting. However, this can happen due to several other reasons, such as a choked fuel filter ,
so you should always properly diagnose your car before replacing any parts. If the fuel pump
relay may have any bad solderings inside it, it might suddenly lose the relay connection and
stop delivering power to the fuel pump. The part that ensures none of this happens is the fuel
pump, and it cannot work perfectly if the fuel pump relay develops any issues. A faulty fuel
pump relay can also cause the engine not to start at all and be completely dead. No fuel
pressure means that your engine will never start, and if the fuel pump relay failed, it would not
give any power to the fuel pump to build up fuel pressure. When you turn the ignition on in the
ignition lock, you should hear a whirring noise from the rear of the car. This means that the fuel
pump started building fuel pressure in the fuel rail. If you cant hear this, there might be a
problem with the fuel pump relay. You can try to listen closer around the fuel tank for any noise
for seconds after turning the ignition on. In most car models, the fuel pump relay is located in a
fuse box somewhere under your dashboard, but it can also be located in the fuse box in the

engine bay. For different vehicles, the fuel pump relays can be located in different places. The
fuel pump relay is a small electronic device easily acquired online or at the nearest spare parts
shop. Diagnosing a relay is often pretty straight forward. The fuel pump relay does often have 4
pins, and in this case, it is often easy. If your relay has more pins and not the same numbers
mentioned here, you need to check a wiring diagram. I have been working with cars for 10
years, specialized in diagnostics and troubleshooting. I created this blog because I was tired of
finding false information on the web while looking for repair information. I hope you enjoy my
content! The fuel pump relay is an important component of the fuel system of your vehicle.
Whenever you turn on the ignition of your vehicle, the fuel pump relay is turned on. Contents
show. Rough Acceleration. Engine Stalling. Engine is completely dead. No noise from fuel pump
on ignition. Where is the Fuel Pump Relay Located? Fuel Pump Relay Replacement Cost. Fuel
Pump Relay Diagnosis. Search This Site Search. William Ingram skittleman Trying to replace my
fuel relay for my truck and I can't find it. My truck used to run. Now I turn the key, it engages the
starter but I don't get any fuel to the motor. I've replaced my fuel pump, fuel filter. Now it's down
to either the worse for the pump or the relay. So I'm doing the relay. Not sure if this is relevant
to your vehicle, but here is the service manual for a Toyota Truck - 4 Runner. Look on the cover
or inside the cover and it should show you the relay number. To test it just pull another relay
that has the same ratings and use it. If it works it is your relay, if it doesn't work. Not a relay
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Navigation. Member's Picture Albums. COR is the thing that you'd hear click behind the
glovebox when you're trying to start a first gen 4Runner. However, it does not affect cranking
system. In Runner COR is located behind glove compartment near speaker and blower motor.
Someone had posted about moisture in COR. Possible because: a It's near some body seams, b
Its below where windshield joins the frame- there could be a leak there, and c It's near right side
wheelwell, where there could be leaks. There are 2 grommets there. One for engine harness, one
for antenna. Check for leaks. Coil 2 of COR will be connected to ground, C. Fuel will flow IF fuel
lines are not clogged. Also a good test for C. Keywords: C. If you want us to help from afar
please let us see, hear, feel what you're dealing with. A picture paints a thousand words. Toyota
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efi main relay located?? Hey guys. I'm swapping a 7mgte into an 88 4runner that had the 22re. I
am goin through the wiring and I am not gettin any power into the wires that power the ecu near
the pass. Side kick panel. I am not new to swapping engines but have mostly swapped into
supras. I can not find the efi main at all. I found the headlight relay in the junc box and the
circuit opening relay behind the speaker and found the main relay at the driver side junc. Where
the hell is the efi main?? Everyone is sayin its under the hood. But I promise you its not. No
matter what I do with the ign I have no power through those wires. I do have the start signal and
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power wires. Please help. Member's Picture Albums. Originally Posted by SupraManJz.
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gauge wires, main ecu power wires. Find More Posts by KidVermicious. Email sent. Let us know
what you come up with. Relays don't fail that often, fuses and fusible links do. Have you
checked the ones in both fuse panels esp the engine bay fuse panel? Originally Posted by
fourwd1. The FSM has some diagrams in it. Originally Posted by KidVermicious. Those are from
the FSM - there's a link in the stickies on top of the forum. And that'll be the extent of my help,
cuz I know nuttin' bout no EFI relay. Good luck, you should come back with a build thread when
you get it done! BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is
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